CASE STUDY

British Airways
Holidays and
Reevoo take on
new Experiences

BA Holidays is built around making the holiday booking
process as seamless and easy as possible for the customer.
It seemed fitting that letting those customers share
their experiences should be just as easy.
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The partner

British Airways Holidays partnered with Reevoo in 2015 - using ratings and reviews to help
boost customer advocacy and trust in its brand. After seeing promising results and collecting
interesting content from customers, BA Holidays saw the value in focusing on the small
moments that make a holiday. The brand decided to reflect this in its latest adverts.
BA Holidays decided Reevoo Experiences was the best way to collect and share those
small moments.
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“Reevoo’s been an invaluable vehicle to provide us
with actionable insights, while Experiences is a
great way to see those insights in action, with real
customers on real holidays.”

CATHERINE ONIONS
Head of Service and Quality, British Airways Holidays
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The solution

"We asked our customers to share their happiest memory."

Reevoo worked with BA Holidays to collect content based around customers’ happy memories
– continuing the theme of its adverts.
Content was collected by altering the existing questionnaire that BA Holidays was sending
out for ratings and reviews. Reevoo added extra questions and functionality dependent on
the holiday the customer had taken. Reevoo always collects content that’s structured,
allowing it to be filterable and relevant for use within BA Holidays’ site marketing.
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The content

BA Holidays customers sent in their best memories and photos from all over
the world - showing off the diverse experiences they’d had, as well as the small
(but meaningful) events that had made up their holiday, like chatting to locals,
enjoying lunch by the sea or just the view from their room.
Displaying the content on its homepage, BA Holidays hoped to inspire potential
customers early on in the purchase journey – using captivating images and
stories to show off the different holidays that can be experienced through BA,
whether it’s a city break, skiing or a more exotic location.
The content can also be found across the location-specific pages, to help
encourage potential customers further on down the purchase journey.
Sometimes, people have chosen where they want to go – but need an extra
push to book. Experiences helps get them over the line.
BA has used the content to amplify its human side, congratulating the
newly-engaged couples after seeing (a surprising amount of) pictures of rings
sent in through Experiences.

Anita
"My partner proposed to me
on Playa de la Americas!"
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The results

Reevoo-collected content served as the inspiration for BA Holidays' 2017 TV ad campaign.

Since implementing Experiences in January 2017, BA Holidays has seen the value in
letting the customers lead the marketing, which was confirmed by the huge response
from customers sending in their photos and stories.
More than 10% increase in review publish rate through Reevoo.
38% of all reviews received contain Experiences content.
BA Holidays has also dropped stock images previously used in internal communications,
instead dipping into its own pool of UGC for content - giving a more authentic and
trusted feel to the messages.
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* Additional percentage of time that a consumer spends on the website when they have interacted with Experiences content.
This is a limited subset of overall visitors between 1/1/2017 - 17/5/2017.

“Seeing how our holidays are enjoyed by real
customers is really nice, and being able to show
those memories to potential customers is invaluable.”

JULIA PAVIOUR
Digital Marketing and Content Manager, British Airways Holidays
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%
10

of consumers clicked
through from Experiences
*
to a product page
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* This is a limited subset of overall visitors between 1/1/2017 - 17/5/2017

To see Experiences in action, visit British Airways Holidays
britishairways.com/holidays

+44 (0)20 7654 0350 | info@reevoo.com | www.reevoo.com
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